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During COVID my husband’s work hampered badly and income has gone to nil. Their survival 

became very difficult. Continuing the education of children was impossible. Than someone 

suggest me that you should support your husband in his work and I told that I don’t know 

anything about glass work. Luckily I came to know that 6 days training on bangle decoration and 

glass work is being organized at CDGI, Firozabad centre with the support of UPMA & SIDBI and 

immediately I enrolled myself for training. I learnt making and decorating bangles and glass toys, 

its packaging and also support in online marketing was also briefed by the experts. After training 

I started glass toys work with my husband and it’s doubled my family income. 

I always wanted to do something to support my family and I got an opportunity to fulfill this 

dream when I came to know about a skill development training is going to be organized by UPMA 

and SIDBI in Firozabad. After training I started working and now I have started saving for our 

future which was not possible earlier. 

“Remember why you started.” 

This quote attributed to a great person is perhaps the closest one that defines the determination 

of Usha Devi. She hails from Firozabad and scene of women covering their heads in public with 

their Sari are as common as Neem trees, but behind this Pallu (a regional language word for the 

veil) lies a determined woman aspiring to change the economic status of her family! 

 

I am Usha Devi living in Firozabad District with 

my husband and 3 children. I was a housewife 

and used to look after house hold works and my 

husband alone is into handicraft work. We are 

living with limited resource because our family 

income is just to satisfy basic needs. I used to 

think that this is my life now and I never thought 

that I too can do anything to make my life better.  

 

She further wants to expand her business 

and add many more females in to this to and 

give them supporting hand so that they can 

also become independent and can help their 

family. She is very thankful to UPMA and all 

supporters who helped her in fulfilling her 

dream. 

 

 



 


